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Is Reconciliation for Everyone?
• In principle, every Christian is called to be 

a reconciler.
• In practice, only those who are living 

reconciliation can be effective reconcilers
If you are offering your gift at the altar and 
there remember that your brother has 
something against you, leave your gift there 
in front of the altar. First, go and be 
reconciled to your brother, and then come 



RECONCILERS IN THE 
By virtue of ordination to priesthood, every 
priest is called to a ministry of 
reconciliation: “he [God] gave us the 
ministry of reconciliation“ (2 Cor. 5:  18) and 
“message of reconciliation“ (2 Cor. 5: 19).

Question: Is all ministry reconciliation?



PARENTHESIS FOR PRIESTS
The ministry of the priest is that of “second 
rank“, a participation in ministry of the bishop.

The bishop is the principal minister of 
reconciliation. See CCC, 1442.

Pope: “the Bishop of Rome must ensure the 
communion of all the Churches. For this 
reason, he is the first servant of unity.” (Ut 
Unum Sint, 94)  



EUCHARIST – SACRAMENT OF 
UNITY

Priest is totally identified with Jesus in 
eucharist.
He says words of Jesus in first person
“This is my body … given up”; “This is the 
chalice of my blood … poured out”.

At each Mass we are proclaiming and the 
Holy Spirit is making present “this sacrifice 



All ministry is to make one.

The Eucharist is a gathering of the many 
people into one, into one body, in united 
worship, into mutual acceptance, into a 
shared love and respect.

Remember the inseparability of 
reconciliation, unity, and salvation.



ESSENTIAL CONTRIBUTION OF 
CHARISMATIC RENEWAL

• The experience of the Holy Spirit in the 
Renewal equips Christians to be agents of 
reconciliation.

• Hearing the Lord: as to what to confess, 
as to how to lead reconciliation initiatives, 
where to begin, how to proceed.

• Sensing the leading of the Holy Spirit: 
what to say, when and how to say it.

• The use of the charisms.



• 4.	 Spontaneity in articulation, in 
speaking, 	 and in acting, especially 
spontaneous 	 prayer and expressions 
of sorrow.

• 5. Use of everyone‘s gifts, the priesthood 
of all the baptized; makes possible new 
 relationship between clergy & laity

• 6.	 Involvement of the whole person: 
mind, 	 emotions, spirit; tears, groaning, 



THE HOUR OF POPE FRANCIS
Time for the Renewal to mature and to play 
its full role in the life of the Church.
Word to CCR: “I expect you to share with 
everyone in the church the grace of baptism 
in the Holy Spirit.” (June 1, 2014)
Charisms
Reconciliation deals with real issues: 
families, nations, Churches and 



HEALING DIVISIONS
Divisions at many levels (wherever there is 
sin)
• In families, between couples
• Between our people
• Between bishops and priests, between 

priests and people
• Between nations
• Between divided Christian churches



FOCUS ON HISTORIC 
Historic divisions require confession of sins 
of the past.

Why is this so important? 
When past conflicts have not been 
confessed before the Lord and healed, their 
effects are still with us.



CZECH HISTORY: 1

In your nation, this message has an 
especial importance.
1. The history of the Reform movement of 

the 14th and 15th centuries – especially 
the execution of Jan Hus (1415) and the 
Hussite wars that followed.

2. The enforced Catholicization under the 
Habsburgs.



QUESTION

How do the spiritual effects of 
that history still affect the Czech 
republic and the Catholic 
Church in this land?



CZECH HISTORY: 2

The experience of Communist 
rule

Question: What are the spiritual 
effects that remain?



For both these periods of history:

What has to be confessed from the side of 
(1) The Czech nation
(2) The Czech Church
(3) Laity and Priests
(4) Rome and the wider Catholic Church 

(esp. re. Hus and Hussite movement)



THE FRUIT
Dealing with the wounds, the débris, of 
history, will release big blessings for your 
people and your nation.  It will lift off a huge 
weight.

It can help people have a sense of spiritual 
responsibility for the nation and for the 
Church.


